The popularization of medical texts in the early modern period has not hitherto attracted very much detailed investigation. It is certainly worthy of the attention it receives here from a group of scholars at all levels, from the very senior to the doctoral student. The case histories address a number of fascinating figures whose publications fall in the ambivalent area between the scholarly and the popular. These include writers of scientific poetry (Pierre Bailly), professional translators (Troilo Lancetta), *poligrafi* (Leonardo Fioravanti), university or court physicians (Pierre Tolet, Prospero Borgarucci, Laurent Joubert, André Du Laurens, Jacques Ferrand), and humanists (Barthélemy Aneau). Through these essays, we learn about the role of Italian academies in the development of the vernacular, the emergence in French and Italian of logical and medical treatises published to enhance the status of non-university practitioners of health (surgeons and apothecaries), and the uses of rhetorical strategies in medical discourse (the extended metaphor, preterition as a means of discussing taboo topics, poetry as mnemonic, and paradox in its early modern sense). Each of the essays brings new light to bear on its subject by close reading and stylistic analysis. One could have hoped in some cases for a wider cultural context. No mention is made of André du Laurens's religious views and his discreet employment of the unpopular Ramist approach to learning through the *via divisiva* which set the Faculty of Medicine of Paris against him. The use of metaphor as an explicative device in Galen and Avicenna prior to the early modern period is not noted; nor is the use of anatomy as a proof of divine providence, which was made popular by Philip Melanchthon in his textbooks on natural philosophy. The translation of texts into the vernacular could, moreover, be seen not only as a movement towards the democratization of knowledge, but also as a contribution to the precise determination of the meaning of texts. It is striking that even the libraries of learned doctors at this time (for example, those of Caspar Peucer, Girolamo Mercuriale, and Jeremias Martius, all men with impeccable linguistic credentials) contain translations of standard texts. This is, I believe, to ensure that semantic ambiguity is removed as far as possible by a process of cross-checking: a strategy found also in the medieval collection of core pedagogical materials known as the *Articella*, which contained more than one Latin version of Hippocratic and Galenic treatises which could be read alongside each other.

Andrea Carlino's introduction brings the threads of these essays together, and teases out common themes. He stresses the mission of the writers to bring dignity to their own vernacular and to expand the field of recipients of medical knowledge. He claims that in spite of their different motivations, socio-cultural positions, and targeted readerships, these writers all contribute to the re-alignment of the frontiers which divide popular and learned culture, medical theory and practice, and the various inherited disciplines or practices which deal with health. While placing all this in the context of humanist rhetoric, Carlino concedes that these writers present themselves as practising a "*style nu*", the best to express their commitment to public utility and truth. I would also be inclined to say that they relate their enterprise not so much to "*le magma humaniste*" as to the late medieval university discipline of medicine, and to the advances made in the fifteenth century by a group of Italian practitioners who wrote broadly about medical and surgical procedures, and who, as even medical hellenists such as Symphorien Champier and Otto Brunfels concede, had surpassed the ancients in their grasp of pathology, therapy and pharmacopoeia. The book ends with an essay on Théophraste Renaudot's extraordinary medical initiative of 1642 entitled *La présence des absens* which is reproduced here in facsimile: a publication designed to bring health care to the illiterate and the poor through the exercise of diagnosis at distance. The essay which accompanies the text throws a powerful light on early modern institutions and attitudes, and is a fitting coda to a very interesting and well-presented volume.
